Reading Sir Charles Grandison soon after its publication in 1753, Mary Wortley Montagu famously remarked, "Richardson is so eager for the multiplication of [marriages] I suppose he is some parish curate, whose chief profit depends on weddings and christenings."
In these terms, scholars have generally assumed the English novel develops its marriage plot within processes of modernization and secularization. 3 Relatively little sustained attention has been paid to dimensions of the marriage plot that cannot be read progressively: its genesis in Samuel Richardson's novels as a High Church missionary project emphasizing proper ceremony, for instance; the distinctly male, public, and gentlemanly concerns of its earliest practitioners; or its insistence on the centrality to the social imaginary of the rural landed estate and parish presided over by vicars and squires. This essay makes the case that the English novel's turn to nuptial themes in the 1740s has not been adequately accounted for, and that the political and religious settings from which the marriage plot first acquired its purpose and meaning in English fiction remain to be explained. Primary amongst those settings, as I have argued elsewhere, are the tense relations between the Anglican church and the British state in the period following the Constitutional Settlement of 1688, and the ongoing civil and ecclesiastical debates over marriage regulation that were enacted within the state-building program of the Whig hegemony subsequently formed. 4 From this perspective, I will argue, the marriage plot emerged in mid-eighteenth century fiction that critiqued the Court-Whig government's impact on social, cultural and religious life, and that used the trope of vicar-squire rivalry to reference shifting church-state relations. In its earliest, most controversial iterations-in Richardson's Pamela (1740) and Henry Fielding's, Joseph Andrews (1742)-the marriage plot develops both as an agent of the Erastian state, and more concretely, as an expression of a dispersed and highly labile conservative opposition.
THE ENGLISH MARRIAGE PLOT
Let me begin with some questions of definition since the term "marriage plot," although sometimes taken for granted within novel studies, is somewhat ambiguous. In the simplest terms, it refers to any narrative that ends, or almost ends, in a marriage or marriages, and is largely concerned throughout with courtship. What I wish to term the "English marriage plot" of the eighteenthcentury novel, however, cannot be reduced to these purely formal features since narratives ending in happy marriages had been commonplace in comedies and romances for centuries, and across many languages. In prose they reach back at least as far as Longus's second-century Daphnis and Chloe, as Margaret Doody has observed. 5 Nonetheless the modern English marriage plot is not simply a mode of, for instance, Aristotelian comedy, or another of the various kinds of early modern prose fiction romance that often ended with a marriage (Charlotte Morgan long ago listed seven such kinds). 6 To take just one instance, Eliza
Haywood's first novel, Love in Excess (1719), concludes with no fewer than three marriages, a multiplication of the convention that suggests its purely formal function in this case, since at this stage of her writing career Haywood was interested less in marriage per se than in the narrative horizons of illicit love and passion. The modern English marriage plot belongs, rather, to what was in effect a new subgenre of the novel, first developed by Richardson, who famously called it "a new species of writing"-a term quickly used for Fielding's fictions too. 7 Walter Scott, in his short biography of the novelist in 1821, authoritatively summarized the terms in which Richardson's innovation came to be understood:
Hitherto, [i.e. before Richardson] romances had been written, generally speaking in the old French taste, containing the protracted amours of princes and princesses, told in language coldly extravagant, and metaphysically absurd. In these wearisome performances, there appeared not the most distant allusion to the ordinary tone of feeling, the slightest attempt to paint mankind as it exists in the ordinary walks of life-all was rant and bombast, stilt and buskin. It will be to Richardson's eternal praise, did he merit no more, that he tore from his personages those painted vizards, which concealed, under a clumsy and affected disguise, every thing like the natural lineaments of the human countenance, and placed them be-fore us bare-faced, in all the actual changes of feature and complexion, and all the light and shade of human passion. 8 This is wholly characteristic of the nationalist, modernizing lexicon in which Richardson was first canonized. We can note that Scott pays no attention to form: he does not even mention that Richardson's novels are epistolary. And his assertion that earlier works were "in the old French taste" is misplaced (though common enough when Richardson himself was writing), especially since prose fiction writers before Richardson, and most notably Daniel Defoe, often claimed to offer faithful depictions of the world (or rather of "History") in contradistinction to flights of heroic "Fancy." 9 Indeed, the decades before the publication of
Richardson's Pamela, or Virtue Rewarded in 1740 saw an extraordinary amount of prose fiction experimentation by women writers in particular-Aphra Behn, Delarivière Manley, Mary Davys, Penelope Aubin, and Eliza Haywood-who are now rightly regarded as pioneers of the modern novel, establishing many of the women-centered and domestic concerns that will indeed be relayed into the marriage plot.
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Yet Scott's analysis as a whole is not merely to be dismissed. Richardson's novels are closer to the "ordinary walks of life" than earlier amatory fiction: they are written in the vernacular, they are more psychologically detailed and more able to excite readerly passion by empathetically engaging readers in characters' lives. The excitement, delight, and controversy with which they were first received attest to that.
11 Unlike most characters in earlier prose fictions, Richardson's are not merely allegorical moral types, or agential functions upon which to hang a loosely connected series of adventures, seduction scenes, or japes. Nor, at least in terms of major life events, are they in thrall to an external world ordered providentially: here the epistolary mode entails a particular form of narrative temporality, the sheer succession of letters expresses time as a succession of news, which allows a new sense of contingency and interest to enter the récit. Furthermore, Richardson's characters' moral agency, and its development and exemplification as expressed in the letters they write, wholly controls and frames his plots, which, as a result, become relatively streamlined, their formal devices being economically harnessed to a single thematic aim. This means that Scott does not quite account for the features that mark Richardson's Pamela, in particular, as a "true original," to use John Richetti's phrase. 12 More particularly, from the perspective of my argument, Pamela thoroughly reorganized the narrative structures that it inherited by taking full advantage of the epistolary mode's removal of extra-diegetic narration. It did so to concentrate on its characters' negotiations over the religio-moral issues that arose within everyday life when unlicensed sexual desire intersected with marriage's (putative) monopolization of licit sex-all this at a time when marriage's loose legal framework was producing scandals that soon were to allow it to fall under state control. Furthermore, Richardson's characters renovate literature because they are both writers and ordinary people. It is as if, in their long, sometimes brilliant letters-so often centered on questions of whom to marry, how, and when-they were expanding the possibilities available within literature. More concretely, they were expanding literature via their particular temporality and ordinariness, by intensifying its interactions with the social.
It is in these rather various and complex terms that Pamela contains a marriage plot in a new sense. It is the story of a rich, conventionally libertine, squire, Mr. B., who, after various efforts of cynical seduction, falls in love with and marries his virtuous and literate servant, Pamela. This story allows the novel's action and characterology to be organized in the interests of a larger social meaning which, as Ian Watt long ago noted, depends on its presentation of a marriage capable of legitimating or transforming both its characters' social status and their inner selves. 13 Admittedly, in Pamela marriage marks an interpretative closure rather than a narratological one, since the story continues for many pages after its central characters marry. This allows Mr. B. and Pamela to engage a number of post-marital, domestic challenges. But narratological and interpretative closure, marked in a wedding that legitimates simultaneously social status, states of feeling, Christian virtue, and moral worth, will increasingly coalesce in fictions written after 1750. More than anything, this coalescence defines the English marriage plot and arguably marks its stabilization in Jane Austen's fiction by the century's end.
VICARS, SQUIRES, AND WEDDINGS
The regulation of marriage became a matter of ongoing debate in eighteenthcentury England from within the governmental structures set in place after the downfall of the Stuart monarchy, which, of course, was when the Established Church lost its claims to independent sovereignty, coming under the control of parliament. In the context of the 1688 Constitutional Settlement, the Whigs established a form of weak Erastianism, in which the state supported the Anglican Church while other Protestant denominations were nonetheless "tolerated." This new regime was resisted by the Tory-aligned Anglican clergy, a small group of which (the "non-jurors") refused ever to acknowledge it. Tories emphasized not just the independence, but the spiritual vitality and orthodoxy of church life, based primarily in rural rather than urban England, which (as Linda Colley has helped us realize more broadly) was also seen to form the basis of Englishness itself. 14 But after 1714, when the old Tories lost power forever, these ideas became difficult to sustain and in the process they became increasingly imaginary, slowly being channeled off into literary fiction itself, most notably, I would argue, in the form of the novel's new marriage plot. Lord Hardwicke's 1753 Marriage Act was one of the Court-Whig legislative reforms through which the new church-state accommodation came to affect everyday life practices most powerfully. Triggered by concerns that the eccle-siastical courts had failed to prevent the growth of clandestine (or irregular) weddings, which threatened property, the Marriage Act marshalled the full might of state power and statutory law to enforce Anglican ritual. It meant that, with the exception of Quakers and Jews, it became impossible to be legally married in England without undergoing an Anglican wedding ceremony on consecrated ground during appointed hours, now buttressed by a raft of bureaucratic and punitive measures including strict procedures for banns, licences and registration, transportation sentences for parsons in violation of the Act, and, in the case of minors married by licence without the written consent of their parents or guardians, nullity provisions that allowed the state to override the church-sanctioned vow.
Nothing was more expressive of the church-state alliance as implemented by the midcentury Whig state, than Hardwicke's legislation. Henry Fox, the Act's most vocal parliamentary opponent, remarked that it extended the "great spider of the law" into wholly new territory, a critique that was joined by High Church Tories who believed that the State had no business controlling a sacred Christian rite, as well as by populist Patriots and radicals who argued that the Act shored up oligarchy by creating barriers to unions between the rich and the poor, and indeed, by curtailing marriage amongst the population at large. 15 Moreover, by establishing the Anglican priesthood as the sole celebrants of state-sanctioned, registered weddings, the Marriage Act harnessed the core unit of local government-the parish-more firmly to the state.
The parish was, as W. M. Jacob notes, "the basic unit of local government" in eighteenth-century England. 16 It was also the key context within which vicarsquire relations unfolded. Parish membership was, in the first instance, native: one belonged to a parish by virtue of being born there. This meant that one was an English subject as born into a parish. In these terms, the parish was central to the control of itinerancy and poor relief, but it could also be exploited as a privileged signifier of Englishness itself, as we shall see. 17 Parish governance was formally based on communal participation: it was controlled by a vestry, elected by ratepayers, which levied fees and provided local services including roads, poor relief, church repair, and so on, many of which would later be absorbed by the central state. The vestry also possessed juridical powers, levying penalties against indigent itinerants and disciplining transgressions such as "fornication," habitual drunkenness or, more occasionally, regular failure to attend church. 18 In practice, however, the vestry was very often effectively under the control of the local squire, simply by virtue of his position as the primary landowner. The parson, by contrast, attended to secular matters with the vestry, but in theory at least, his duties were primarily devotional and pastoral. Many parishes were served not by beneficed vicars but by so-called "curates," who had been ordained but had not acquired their own living, working instead for an absentee priest in a practice of clerical outsourcing known as pluralism. Cu-rates and incumbents performed mostly the same tasks, if at rather different levels of remuneration. Typically, they celebrated at least one service on Sunday at which they gave a sermon. In a few instances, they also offered a service on weekdays (Fielding's Parson Adams does so but only his wife and clerk attend). The priest catechized parish children and provided lay services such as transcribing wills and letters. He also visited, and often tended, the sick in lieu of professional medical aid. For a fee, he churched, baptized, and buried his parishioners, and after 1754, as we have seen, he, and only he, married them.
In many parishes, particularly rural ones, the church was the centre of local communal life where it functioned, minimally, as the regular meeting point for villagers for whom neither a modern public sphere nor a modern leisure culture existed. In such cases, the weekly sermon was the main source of news and commentary on the larger world for many parishioners, bridging, as it were, local to national circuits of information. The church was also a source of intense community pride, and, through its burial ground and parish records, a repository of local memory. All this meant that the parish could accrue considerable ideological significance. In particular, because rural collective life was primarily organized around the parish, and because so many clergy remained Tory in the years following the Constitutional settlement, both country parish and parson became key tropes for the oppositional imaginary.
Yet, at the same time, the eighteenth-century rural clergy was itself the focus of increasing religious and social critique. To begin with, tension between the interests of the parish as an administrative unit and the parson's spiritual and pastoral vocation were exacerbated by measures like the Marriage Act, which, of course, used parish and priest as tools of state. The period also saw a narrowing of the social constitution of the clergy: vicars became increasingly connected by family to the gentry and increasingly self-reproducing (by the century's end, about half of all clergymen were sons of clergymen), and they joined the civil magistracy next to secular landowners. 19 The power of government over church affairs encouraged Whiggishness among sectors of the clergy, and pluralism (viewed as a form of Anglican decadence) became a public concern. Among the less well-connected ranks of the clergy, on the other hand, poverty and difficulties in finding preferment led to the formation of what Joseph Addison famously called a "subaltern" clerical class, many of whom turned to the disreputable clandestine wedding trade. 20 As skepticism about the Church's spiritual vocation mounted, efforts toward revivalism, or ultra orthodoxy, became more common. In effect, the spiritual authority of the Anglican Church was compromised by its connections to commerce and statecraft, and this situation, along with the threat of deism, is generally understood to have contributed to the growth of non-parish-based evangelicalism from the 1730s on. When John Wesley turned his back on Anglican secularity (and, indeed, the Toryism of his roots), for instance, he famously declared the world to be his parish. The poem, composed during the 1690s when Dryden, a Catholic, had retreated from public life, modeled its image of clerical virtue on the non-juring Anglican bishop, Thomas Ken, who gave up place and profit in loyalty to the Stuart crown and thereby remained an exemplary figure for Tories until well into the nineteenth century. 22 Dryden's panegyric harnessed the nativist appeal of
Chaucer's England, and of the pre-Reformation (or "true") Church. Sir Roger, however, has chosen a particular kind of parson (who is never given a name) for the benefice in his gift, a "Clergyman rather of plain Sense than much learning, of good Aspect, a clear Voice, a sociable Temper, and, if possible, a Man that understood a little of Back-Gammon." 27 The apparent in-congruity of the skills listed here is characteristic of the gentle irony with which Sir Roger and his affairs are treated. This account of the Sunday service's functionality within the community is particularly multilayered. Primarily, the service creates civility by enforcing physical hygiene and mutual self-display, its religious aspects reduced to a mere, deistical "Adoration of the supreme Being." But it further enables a rural and local version of something like a Habermasian public sphere where the civil and rational discussion of parish politics replaces legal wrangling. And on occasions where Sir Roger's choice of a sermon fails to inspire the parishioners, it is Sir Roger who takes charge: it is he who wakes up parishioners who fall asleep during the service (while nonetheless prone to napping himself). Indeed nobody dares stir until he is "gone out of the Church," and his departure down the aisle is a ceremony of collective deference, his tenants serially bowing to him as he passes by.
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The Spectator's attitude towards Sir Roger and his parish organization is, then, a complex mix of affection and distance. Certainly Mr. Spectator himself (and hence the periodical's implied reader) is much more intellectually sophisticated than Sir Roger and his parishioners. Furthermore, Mr. Spectator's relation to the countryside is wholly different from that of its inhabitants since it demands of him no responsibility, attachment, or labor. For him, the rural setting is an object of study and reportage as well as an occasion for proto-romantic inspiration. In one walk through the woods, he sublimely loses himself and is inspired to embark on an extraordinary and barely-Christian theological meditation in which the afterlife becomes a proving ground for the progressive quest of perfection, with which, on this enlightened account, we are all already engaged in the mortal world. 32 Yet That is to say, in England now, authority derives from wealth and propertyincluding, in some cases, money made from commerce-rather than from learning or religion. This needs to be recognized as the case even in rural parishes, where, as a consequence, "Adoration of the supreme Being" primarily serves the purposes of social order. As I suggested earlier, it is hard not to read these Spectator papers except as in dialogue with Dryden's "The Character of a Good Parson." Dryden's parson, granted considerable autonomy and spiritual ambition, cherishes established doctrine and despises "worldly pomp." His kingdom is not that of this "world below," and he is committed to poverty and charity in emulation of "primitive" Christianity. 35 More pointedly, he asserts "the people's right" where that right is thought of, in an emerging oppositional-patriot spirit, as the cornerstone of a traditional social order comprised of monarch, church, and people. 36 Dryden's notion of a good Parson cannot be endorsed by Addison because it implies a Tory theo-politics based on divine right and anti-Erastianism that the parliamentary state as established by the 1688 constitutional settlements had, as far as the Whigs were concerned, forever displaced. Yet Addison also recognizes that the country was still dominated by Tory views and interests, and this is the point of his representation of a Tory Squire accommodating to a Whiggish reality in which social deference to private wealth and property trump the older modes of sovereignty and organic community in the ideal-typical English rural parish. Importantly, this accommodation lies behind the rhetorical tone of Addison's passage, which I will term "soft irony." Irony, because at the level of theology and philosophy, Addison and his implied readers inhabit a different world than that of Sir Roger, and his parson and parishioners-as becomes quite clear in Mr. Spectator's meditation while walking through the wood, a conceptual journey which is beyond the rustics' capacities. Soft irony, because, nonetheless, Mr. Spectator and the villagers share a social order dominated by money and the privilege it brings, and Sir Roger's lordship of his parish is attuned to the structure of subordination and deference required by the civil society that Addison and his readers inhabit, too. This double relation between the author/ reader on the one side, and the rural parish on the other, is not to be found in Richardson, as we shall see, but it is repeated, if in a somewhat different modality, by Fielding, where it helps shape his ironic treatment of the marriage plot.
PAMELA'S CLERICAL (SUB)PLOT
It is in Richardson's Pamela, however, that the marriage plot begins to take its modern English form. It does so in part by engaging the politics of antiErastianism. Following Thomas Keymer and others who have noted Richardson's Tory affiliations, I read Pamela as a particularly successful attempt to harness the technology of the novel to a High Church Anglican outreach project designed to disseminate practical Christianity and moral reform in resistance to Whiggish secularism. 37 Richardson's novel is written more than a decade before Mr. Peters here seems to make an appeal to (Pauline/Lutheran) doctrines of passive obedience and non-resistance, which direct Christians to obey existing forms of secular authority. But he does so less in a political than in a moral setting, as if principled non-resistance meant non-resistance to sin itself. Mr. Peters's indifference to Pamela's plight is, of course, in keeping with the clergy's corrupt acquiescence to the squirearchy and its abandonment of its social and ethical duties. We can note that Pamela's subsequent disgust with him leads her to shun public attendance at church and take up instead what she calls "private devotions" to sustain the piety that will allow her to declare, in a letter to Mr. Williams, that her soul is "of equal importance with the soul of a princess." 43 This is the Christian claim upon which her right to marry Mr. B. will come to rest. When Mr. B. gets wind of Mr. Williams's scheme to help Pamela, he promptly has him imprisoned on charges of debt by falsely claiming that Williams's salary is owed to him, in a brutally effective display of secular lordly power. Later, when Mr. B. and Pamela come to an understanding, Williams is restored to favor in what unfolds as an elaborate rapprochement that requires him repeatedly to disclaim his romantic interest in Pamela. On one occasion, he undertakes an impromptu friendship ceremony with the future couple, which is orchestrated by Mr. B., who declares: "I give you Pamela's Hand in Token of her Friendship and Esteem for you; and I give you mine, that I will not be your Enemy." 44 The ritual gestures toward the wedding to come and, importantly, marks a reconfiguration of Williams's status in relation to his patron, if only by allowing him to attain a degree of autonomy from within his dependency. As Pamela writes:
For it must be always a Sign of a poor Condition [Richardson was to revise this to "dependent Condition"] to receive Obligations one cannot repay; as it is of a rich Mind, when it can confer them, without expecting or needing a Return. It is, on one side, the State of the human Creature compar'd, on the other, to the Creator; and so, with due Deference, may be said to be God-like, and that is the highest that can be said. 45 Under that understanding, which Keymer astutely terms a "studied reconciliation," a church-state relation at some remove from Whiggish Erastianism is being figured, precisely because a reformed Mr. B. expects no "Return." 46 It will also allow Mr. Williams to preside over the couple's wedding ceremony on legitimate Anglican terms before finally succeeding to the living in Mr. B.'s gift. The material details of that ceremony occupy a great deal of narrative attention. Pamela insists upon a church wedding-telling B. that the "Holy Rite" ought to be performed in a "Holy Place"-and this requires the rehabilitation of the estate's chapel which, having fallen into two generations of disuse, is "all new white-wash'd, and painted, and lin'd" and fitted with a "new Pulpit-cloth, Cushion, [and] Desk." 47 The wedding is performed privately, by license, so as not to alert Mr. B.'s family, and Pamela is attentive to every liturgical detail of the ceremony, which she conventionally calls "the Solemnity." 48 Her narration of the service carefully follows the forms mandated in the Book of Common Prayer, punctuating each step of the ritual-the declarations, the pledge, the ring ceremony, the joining of hands, the pronouncement, the blessing, the psalm, the prayers, and the final exhortation-with a report on her personal sentiments in a manner that flirts with, but never quite lapses into, evangelical affect. In sum, the couple is married on an estate whose religious life and ceremonies are reinvigorated by Pamela, who has not so much subsumed Mr. Williams's pastoral influence into her new domestic role, as revitalized William's churchmanship, and in such a way that the squire's authority is, as it were, re-transcendentalized, as Toryism demands. It should be apparent, then, that Pamela's marriage plot depends upon a clerical subplot that sets in play a rivalry between Mr. B. and Williams that references larger structures of church and state by presenting the complex relations between the clergy and the rural elite. We know that the ongoing tensions between the clergy's formal responsibilities to God and Christian ideals and landowners' unprecedented legal, economic, and social influence were matters of particular concern to Richardson. His instructive coda to Pamela's first edition included an exhortation to clerical readers that channeled conventional Tory "Church is in danger" rhetoric:
Let good CLERGYMEN, in Mr. WILLIAMS, see that whatever Displeasure the doing of their Duty may give, for a Time, to their proud patrons, Providence will, at last, reward their Piety, and turn their Distresses to Triumph; and make them even more valued for a Conduct that gave Offence while the Violence of Passion lasted, than if they had meanly stoop'd to flatter or sooth the Vices of the Great. 49 Of course, the novel itself equivocates on just this point since, as we have just seen, Mr. Williams's resistance to the squire is limited, and, in the end, serves only to heighten Mr. B.'s power and legitimacy. Yet Pamela herself is devoted precisely to Church ritual: she represents both an acceptance of Mr. B.'s secular authority over the Church and an attempt to revivify Anglicanism by returning it to its liturgies and its spiritual-moral mission. This is a combination that stands at some distance not just from Tory High Churchism but also from Methodism and, indeed, Latitudinarianism. It is precisely this combination that Lord Hardwicke, with support from sectors of the episcopate, was to deploy in the Marriage Act, if in a subtly different spirit. After all, there the state took legal control of weddings, a key mechanism of civil association, ultimately in the interests of the rich, by mandating their Anglican liturgical forms. This is not just to argue that Pamela's representation of the relations between Mr. B., Mr. Williams, and Pamela allegorizes relations between the Church, the state, and civil society, but to suggest that the theo-political significance and force of Pamela's marriage can be acknowledged only when we recognize that the novel's plot and characterology engage particular contested relations between the Church and state as established in the Hanoverian constitution.
At the heart of the fiction lies Pamela herself, of course-the supremely articulate letter-writer, narrator-extraordinaire, and main agent of both the novel's plot and its efforts towards Christian reform. As such she is not wholly to be read as a figure of abstracted social and political history because, as critics generally agree, she also represents a new social force. It is true that she takes concrete shape as a character on a terrain where social/professional groups like the clergy and the squirearchy are organized into precise political typologies and then too, of personality and ethical disposition. But if we were to position Pamela herself into the patterns of social institutions and formations called into play by the Marriage Act, it is obvious enough that she-as the reward in a very uneven struggle between vicar and squire-stands for the object of governmentality itself: the reproductive body of the nation. More to the point, she represents a feminized, highly literate, spiritualizing force, capable of disseminating moral reformation which cannot quite be contained within the bounds of either church or state, even though it is connected to, and connects, both. In these terms, the social being of the force that Pamela expresses is the institution of literature itself. Indeed, in the novel, what takes the place of the absent rural parish as community is the implied national readership for Pamela's letters. By implication the nation is not being imagined as the aggregate of local parishes under the authority of rural clergy but as the space over which the print market for devotional literature-fictional or otherwise-extends. Whereas, in Addison, that space itself is personified in Mr. Spectator, here it exists only extra-diegetically, or structurally, so as to abolish any Addisonian irony. The spiritually and morally invigorating power of literature as exemplified by Pamela was too important to be diminished by irony. It constructed a new moral authority, rooted in conventional forms of Tory opposition, yet able freshly to engage and redirect the forces of Whig hegemony.
THE PATRIOT MARRIAGE PLOT
I have argued that church-state relations underpin the Richardsonian marriage plot in which ecclesiastical contestations of state power are presented as vicarsquire rivalries. Pamela's marriage to Mr. B. requires not only Mr. Williams's ceremonial legitimation but also a series of delicate negotiations between squire and parson over Pamela's person. By means of this triangulation, the novel confers a public and religious significance on Pamela's marriage missed by orthodox critical understandings of its class and gender implications. In particular, we can understand Richardson's presentation of the Anglican wedding as, in part, a means to imagine a resacrilization of everyday life in the face of an otherwise unassailable Whig hegemony. Furthermore, by anticipating marriage's status as an institution of both church and state in the terms just outlined, Richardson's plot elevates the cultural status of the novel form itself. It does so by sketching the terms within which its literary power can mediate between faith and citizenship inside the Erastian nation-state.
The latent nation-building (as against state-building) tendencies of Richardson's marriage plot, however, are more fully realized in mid-century opposi-tional Whig and Tory novels-namely Fielding's Joseph Andrews (1742), John Shebbeare's The Marriage Act (1754), and Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield (1766). All are satiric-sentimental responses to Richardson, which place the marriage plot front and centre of their "Patriot" visions of the rejuvenated English landed estate. They do so by radically foregrounding Richardson's clerical subplot, presenting the squirearchy as godless ("Whiggish") libertines disempowered or reformed under the influence not now of an articulate, plebian, Anglican High-Church young woman, but of Tory vicars typically figured under the trope of complex irony as unworldly, benevolent, learned men. Like Mr. Williams, they eventually come to officiate over the weddings of the protagonists or other central characters and share in the largesse of an ending in which injustices are put right and virtue is rewarded. Here, in the context of what we might think of as a conservative, masculine reconstitution of Richardson's marriage plot, the Pamela character gives way to the good-natured Anglican vicar as the sentimental novel's primary vehicle for literary-conjugal values embedded in an imagined community that is (once again) distinctly Anglican, but this time based more explicitly on the idealized, morally-unified rural parish.
Fielding's Joseph Andrews breaks with Pamela precisely by absorbing and reconfiguring the core components of the latter's clerical subplot. The novel places a country cleric, Parson Adams, at its moral and religious center instead of Pamela, thereby disarticulating its romantic from its ethical agent, so that it is now Adams who insists upon proper nuptial ritual. Joseph and Fanny marry by banns rather than informally or by license: their wedding ceremony, unlike Pamela's, is a collective public celebration, and in his role as celebrant Adams refuses to tolerate any squirearchical interference or irreverence. (He conducts the wedding in the neighboring parish so as to foil Lady Booby's attempts to prevent it, and publicly rebukes Squire Booby for laughing during the ceremony).
The novel is also set in relatively concrete social locations, of which the most significant is Adams's country parish. Adams is a parson whose most important relations are pastoral, whereas, beyond his attachment to Pamela, Williams seems to have no pastoral connections at all: this difference marking Fielding's patriot-Country affiliation with some precision. At the same time, formally, the novel departs from Richardson's epistolary mode, characterized by a melodramatic opposition between good and evil, to a "comic-epic" third-person narrative presented through an irony that includes almost all its action and characters. That shift of narratological perspective enables the novel to cover the wider social settings and relations required by its Country-populist pastoralism, not just through irony but also through a rhetoric of objectivity lacking in Richardson. Last and perhaps most importantly, the plot closes neatly in Fanny and Joseph's wedding, which represents a restoration of an older literary convention that Pamela had eschewed.
These dimensions of Fielding's revision of the marriage plot can best be understood as joining a coherent project by focusing on Adams. He is an impoverished member of the Tory subaltern clergy, once again committed to a traditional Anglicanism. Unlike his predecessor, Williams, he is an intellectual and theologian. Thus, for instance, he spells out his divinity to Joseph at a moment when Joseph has been beaten up and, as he thinks, has lost Fanny to a libertine squire. Adams delivers a sermon on the need for submission to pain, characteristically losing sight of Joseph's agony as his discourse takes wing: "You are a Man," he tells Joseph, "and consequently a Sinner; and this may be a Punishment to you for Sins; indeed, in this Sense it may be esteemed a Good, yea as the greatest Good, which satisfies the Anger of Heaven, and averts that Wrath which cannot continue without our Destruction." 50 This is a classic statement of Anglican political theology for which rebellion against social injustice is disallowed, but it is entirely free of the corruption and self-interest it licensed in the case of Pamela's Mr. Peters. Indeed, Fielding's novel tells of injustice after injustice heaped upon the poor-including Adams himself-by the rich, that is by the Whiggish oligarchy. But-and this is key-Adams's divinity comes attached to the respect and affection he inspires in his parishioners and which the various other divines in the novel conspicuously fail to inspire. At the same time, it comes attached to Adams's utter naivety and unworldliness, much of the novel's comedy being sparked by his Quixotic failure to understand when he is being condescended to or abused, or indeed when he fails to comprehend the ways of the world at all. Thus, for instance, he falsely believes that the sermons he aims to sell to the London booksellers will make his fortune, oblivious to the contemporary transformation of the book trade recently apparent in Pamela's success. So the distance between Parson Adams and the secular world orders the text's irony. The populist, impoverished Tory minister is a centre of a spiritual and social goodness that is nourished and acted upon in the parish, but which, if not exactly useless, is ineffective in the face of oligarchic authority and wealth. Importantly, that ineffectiveness is also given narrative expression in the novel's romance closure, that is, in its ending in a wedding. The ceremony is depicted as allowing Adams possession of a religious authority directly transmitted from God: he is particularly happy to officiate at Joseph and Fanny's marriage because he "saw an Opportunity of fulfilling the Church forms, and marrying his Parishioners without a Licence," that is to perform the ceremony according to canon law by calling banns and without the need to seek the permission of church superiors. 51 As such, the wedding magically reconciles the community, salving civic discord through religious ritual. How to understand this text, which closes in a wedding ceremony that, once again, obeys all the proper liturgical forms and is officiated by a Tory parson? A parson who is much loved by parishioners living in a parish imagined as other to the spaces native to the Whig oligarchy. Yet a parson who has also forfeited worldliness, who has invested in traditional submission, and is presented through consistent authorial irony? At one level, as should now be apparent, the parish wedding is a fit climax for a text that is resisting the state-endorsed resacralization embraced by Richardson in the name of a populist rural Anglicanism, centered on Adams and in effect presented as the essence of country Englishness itself. But on another level, because of the text's irony, it is as if the parish is styled not as a practically political force but as an ideological one, as if Country politics were, once again-if in another mode than Richardson'smoving from the domain of statecraft to that of fiction and the imagination.
In these terms, the marriage ceremony also foregrounds the utopianism and nostalgia of the novel's project precisely by neatly and magically sealing its plot. In applying a mode of closure drawn from romance and classical comedy onto a highly socially engaged and mimetic text, the "comic epic in prose" concedes the fictionality of its theo-politics and legitimates its own displacement from practical politics into the ideological. That is why its irony costs so little. And why Richardson's Pamela never makes such a concession, since its heroine's virtue, attached to Mr. B's reformation and Mr. Williams's rise in social status, earnestly solicits readerly emulation. We can say, then, that the modern English marriage plot draws its original conditions of possibility, along with its forms and meanings, exactly where Richardson and Fielding intersect. That is, where English theo-politics produces a Christian literature committed to emulative fictions, on the one side, and a literature committed to the parish-based imaginary of a certain nostalgic English nationalism, on the other.
NOTES

